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A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE SPECTRA OF THE
A-TYPE STARS
BY W. W. MORGAN

1. There is probably a greater diversity in appearance among the spectra of class A than in any
other type. It is well known that lines of singly ionized calcium, europium, manganese, chromium,

silicon, and strontium show considerable differences in intensity between certain stars. Many of the

most striking dissimilarities cannot be explained by differences in temperature or surface gravity in

the stellar atmospheres and form at the present time one of the most puzzling problems in astro-

physics. The observational material for most of the peculiarities is quite scanty, while for not one

star can it be said to be completely satisfactory; even in the case of such much-observed objects as

Algol and ]8 Lyrae there are fields of investigation which have hardly been touched upon. It is the

purpose of the present paper to give as complete a description of A-type spectra as can be made
from plates of moderate dispersion. The study will be divided into the following sections: (I) a

general survey of the behavior of the most abundant elements; (II) a detailed description of the

spectra of thirteen type stars.

I. A GENERAL SURVEY OF TEE A-TYPE SPECTRA
2. If the A stars of some subdivision, for example AO, are examined, a remarkable diversity in the

appearance of the spectra is apparent. This diversity has been known since the time of Sir Norman

Lockyer, and subsequent investigations have tended toward complicating the problem through
the discovery of additional peculiarities. At Harvard a considerable number of spectra were found

in which the lines of Si n and Sr n are exceptionally strong; the identification of peculiar lines in

a Andromedae and a Canurn Venaticorum with ionized manganese and europium was made by
Baxandall; at Mount Wilson spectra were observed in which lines of Y n and Cr n are outstanding;
Edwards has observed a number of spectra in which the K line of Ca u is abnormally weak. Addi-

tional examples of these peculiarities have been recorded at Yerkes. The variability in intensity

of the lines in a number of these stars has also been established.

It is apparent that a one-dimensional system of classification cannot be satisfactory in the case

of such a complex group of spectra. Former investigations have indicated that the A-type stars will

not fit even into a two-dimensional scheme. Instead of limiting the number of available dimensions

to those physically interpretable, an attempt will be made to describe the behavior of each of the

more important elements with respect to each of the others. This method of treatment was first

suggested by Struve and was applied by him to the B-type stars. 1

3. As no limitation is to be placed on the number of empirical variables which may appear, any
observed quantity which changes among the spectra could be used for arranging the stars in a pri-

mary one-dimensional system. It is convenient, however, to exercise a certain selection. As the

stars to be considered have already been limited to those in the Henry Draper spectral range
B8-FO it is of some advantage to have a fundamental dimension which roughly parallels the Har-

vard sequence and which does not pass through a maximum in the range considered. It should be

noted that such a selection limits in no way the generality of the discussion as all other variations

will appear later.

The use of ratios of intensity of two lines is unsatisfactory because of the uncertainty of not

knowing how much each line contributes to a change in the line ratio. For this reason, in spite of

l

Ap. J., 78,73, 1933.
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A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF A-TYPE STARS

the fact that intensity ratios can probably be estimated more accurately than individual line intensi-

ties, it is preferable to investigate the behavior of the intensity of individual lines. The funda-

mental dimension will, therefore, be the intensity of a single line. The line should not pass through
a maximum and should show a considerable difference in intensity in the range B8-FO. Practical

considerations suggest that the line should be strong enough to be observable in all of the stars

considered and that it should be sensibly unblended.

There are two lines which satisfy these conditions: Ca u K and Fe i 4045. The K line shows a

greater range in intensity among the A stars than does any other; its one disadvantage is that

it is rather far toward the violet for convenient observation on some series of slit spectrograms.

Fe i 4045 is just observable at B8-B9 and increases in intensity fairly uniformly to FO. Its dis-

advantages are that its range in intensity is much less than K and that it is too weak to be ob-

servable in some B8 and B9 stars. In spite of its inconvenient location, K is probably the most

suitable line. There is the further advantage in its use that it is one of the principal standards for

spectral type in the Henry Draper system.

4. The observational material consists of all of the stars observed at Yerkes between types B8
and FO for which good spectrograms are available. Spectra in which the absorption lines are sensi-

bly broadened on plates of one-prism dispersion were omitted because of the difficulty of making
estimates of line intensity which are consistent with those from narrow line stars. The subdivisions

B8 and FO are not complete; the B8 stars are included in Struve's paper, while the FO spectra are

being investigated by Hynek. The number of stars used is about one hundred and thirty. Almost

all of these are brighter than magnitude 5.5; a few fainter objects of special interest have also been

included. Most of the plates were obtained on the general radial velocity programs of the B and A
stars at Yerkes and the others were taken for various special investigations during the last five

years. All of the spectra used in the present section are of one-prism dispersion and have a scale of

30 A per millimeter at X 4500.

As some of the spectra were taken as long as thirty years ago, the emulsions and treatment of the

plates in development have been widely different. This introduces the principal source of uncer-

tainty in the estimates of the line intensities. On the Eastman 40 plates used for the basis of the

estimates the lines are slightly weaker systematically than on the early Seed 27 and Seed 30 plates.

A fairly accurate measure of this systematic difference was made from spectra of the same star

obtained on different emulsions and the difference was then allowed for.

5. The intensity of Ca n K was estimated for all of the* stars on an arbitrary scale which was

adjusted so that a difference of one unit is apparent to the eye but is still a comparatively small

amount. On plates of good quality of the same star the intensity estimates of K rarely differ by as

much as one unit; it is possible that for a few stars for which only poor spectrograms were available

the uncertainty may be as much as two units, but the mean deviation of a determination of the

intensity of K is considerably less than one unit. It is very improbable that any star is in a group
more than two units from its correct place. Table I gives the stars in the order of intensity of K,
which ranges from an intensity of 2 to 16. As the intensity 1(5 refers to the F5 star Procyon, which

was included for purposes of comparison, there are in reality fourteen groups within the spectral

limits included. No effort has been made to arrange the objects in each group in the order of in-

tensity of K
; any such differences are small and are of the same order as errors due to the difference

in quality of the spectrograms. The columns in Table I give : ( 1 ) a serial number
; (2) the name of the

star; (3) the H.D. spectral type; (4) the intensities of Can K, Fei4()45, Si n 4131, Srn4215,
Fe u 4233, Hy, He i 4471, Mg u 4481, Ti n 4501, Fe u 4508, and Cr u 4558. The intensity of X 4233

is not given in the stars where Fe i is strong because Fe n becomes blended with a strong line due

to Fe i. An o placed immediately before the name of the star denotes a c-star. Intensities placed

within brackets denote that the line is variable in intensity.
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TABLE I

ESTIMATED INTENSITIES OF LINER IN 125 STARS
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ESTIMATE D INTENSITIES

TAHLE I- Continual

FO

AS

A3

A2

AO

138
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Fin. 1. Intensity of K plotted against H.I), spectra) types

14 15

The intensities of K are plotted against Heni'3
r Draper spectral types in Figure 1 . The scatter is

large, especially for classes AO and A2. An idea of the difference in intensity which K may have in

a spectral subclass can be obtained from Plate I, which shows pairs of stars of the same spectral
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o o

2345678 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

FIG. 2. Intensities of K, abscissas, and Fe u 4233, ordinates. Open circles are c-stars
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FIG. 3. Intensities of K, abscissas, and Si u 4131, ordinates. Open circles are c-stars
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ESTIMATED INTENSITIES

types but having greatly different intensities for K. The K line is considerably weaker in the A2
stars 78 Virginis and 73 Draconis than in such AO stars as 7 Geminorum, Sirius, and Vega.

6, Figures 2-6 give the intensities, taken from Table I, of some of the more important elements

as a function of the intensity of K. The "c"-stars are shown by open circles. Fe n 4233 (Fig. 2) is

systematically stronger in the supergiants than in the other stars; the two "c"-stars having weak
4233 are the B8 supergiants Orionis and p Sagittarii. The abnormal strength of the K line causes

these stars to be placed in a group where the general excitation is considerably lower. The intensity

of 4233 is not a clear function of absolute magnitude as the line is as strong in such peculiar dwarfs

as 78 Virginis and K Piscium as it is in most of the supergiants.

10

Jjft Q O O ODD co

I I I I I I i I I I I I234 5 6 789 10 11 12 13 14 15

Flo. 4. Intensities of K, abscissas, and Sr n 4215, ortlinates. Open circles are c-stars

Si ii 4131 (Fig. 3) shows an even greater range in intensity among stars having K of the same

intensity. The line is strengthened in the "c"-stars over the normal dwarfs but reaches its greatest

strength in the "silicon" stars. Previous investigations have placed these peculiar stars in a sepa-

rate group which is generally considered to be discrete from the ordinary B9 and AO dwarfs. There

seems to be no well-defined line of demarcation which separates the silicon stars from other dwarfs;

the intensity of Si n differs considerably among members of the so-called normal dwarfs and also

among members of the silicon group. This rather uniform scatter is shown in Figure 3. If the spec-

tra in which K has an intensity of 2 and 3 are considered, we find among the ordinary dwarfs two

stars (36 Lyncis and p Herculis [br]) having an intensity of 1 for X 4131, two stars Persei and

w Cassiopeiae) having an intensity of 2, one star (22 Eridani) having an intensity of 3, one (a
2 Canum
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FIG. 2. Intensities of K, abscissas, and Fe n 4233, ordinates. Open circles are c-stars
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FIG. 3. Intensities of K, abscissas, and Sin 4131, ordinates. Open circles are c-stars
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types but having greatly different intensities for K. The K line is considerably weaker in the A2
stars 78 Virginis and 73 Draconis than in such AO stars as y Geminorum, Sirius, and Vega.

6. Figures 2-6 give the intensities, taken from Table I, of some of the more important elements
as a function of the intensity of K. The "c"-stars are shown by open circles. Fe n 4233 (Fig. 2) is

systematically stronger in the supergiants than in the other stars; the two "c "-stars having weak
4233 are the B8 supergiants ft Orionis and M Sagittarii. The abnormal strength of the K line causes
these stars to be placed in a group where the general excitation is considerably lower. The intensity
of 4233 is not a clear function of absolute magnitude as the line is as strong in such peculiar dwarfs
as 78 Virginis and K Piscium as it is in most of the supergiants.
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FIG. 4. Intensities of K, abscissas, and Sr n 4215, ordinal es. Open circles are c-atara

Si n 4131 (Fig. 3) shows an even greater range in intensity among stars having K of the same
intensity. The line is strengthened in the "c"-stars over the normal dwarfs but reaches its greatest

strength in the "silicon" stars. Previous investigations have placed these peculiar stars in a sepa-
rate group which is generally considered to be discrete from the ordinary B9 and AO dwarfs. There
seems to be no well-defined line of demarcation which separates the silicon stars from other dwarfs;
the intensity of Si n differs considerably among members of the so-called normal dwarfs and also

among members of the silicon group. This rather uniform scatter is shown in Figure 3. If the spec-
tra in which K has an intensity of 2 and 3 are considered, we find among the ordinary dwarfs two
stars (36 Lyncis and p Herculis [br]) having an intensity of 1 for A 4131, two stars (ft Persei and
w Cassiopeiae) having an intensity of 2, one star (22 Eridani) having an intensity of 3, one (a

2 Canutn
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Venaticorum) of intensity 4, two (t Librae and 41 Tauri) of intensity 5, one (0 Aurigae) of intensity

6, one (BS 1643) of intensity 7, and one (r
9
Eridani) of intensity 8. It seems, therefore, that the

"silicon" stars are extreme examples of the large difference in intensity Si n may have among

..stars of approximately the same spectral type; the present evidence suggests that they probably

do not form a discrete group.

The behavior of Sr n 4215 is shown in Figure 4. The line is very weak or absent in the A-type

supergiants. Most of the peculiar "strontium" stars occur between intensities 4 and 8 for K. In

only two cases among the stars included in Table I are abnormally strong silicon and strontium

found in the same spectrum; Si u is strong in 49 Cancri and 21 Persei, while Sr n is also rather

o o

.1
i i i .1

I 1 [ 1 L2345678 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Fio. 5. Intensities of K, abscissas, and Fe i 4045, ordinates. Open circles are e-stars

strong, although X 4215 is considerably weaker than in such stars as 73 Draconis and 52 Herculis.

The behavior of Sr n is similar to that of Si n in that the range in intensity is large for a given in-

tensity of K; there also seems to be no discrete grouping of the "strontium" stars with respect to

the ordinary dwarfs. If the intensity of Sr 11 4215 in the range of intensity K = 4 to K = 8 is con-

sidered we find: fourteen stars in which the line is absent or doubtfully present (these include the

only two supergiants in the interval) ; twenty in which 4215 is of intensity 1
;
three (w Herculis, 84

IJrsae Majoris, and 7 Arietis [s]) of intensity 2; two (21 Persei and 49 Cancri) of intensity 3; two

(17 Comae and K Piscium) of intensity 4; one (78 Virginis) of intensity 6; two (52 Herculis and

M Librae) of intensity 7; and one (73 Draconis) of intensity 10. In 73 Draconis the line varies in

intensity. The distribution is very smooth when the comparatively small number of stars included

is taken into consideration.
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9

The other peculiar A-type stars show similar characteristics. The lines of Mn n, Cr n, Eu 11, and

the unidentified X 4200 are intrinsically weaker than the Si n and Sr n lines, but all show the same

scatter in intensity for stars having identical intensities for K. In not a single case do the spectra

seem to fall into a separate group distinct from the normal stars. There are always as many transi-

tional examples as there are cases in which the peculiarities,are unusually strong.

The behavior of Fe i 4045 is shown in Figure 5. Again there is a large vertical scatter in the in-

tensities. At K =
6, for example, X 4045 is doubtfully present in /3 Tauri and K Cancri while it is a

strong line in 73 Draconis and 78 Virginia. The scatter is similar to that for Si n and Sr n, except

that the amplitude is in general somewhat less. The intensity of X 4045 is practically independent

of the intensity of K over the range K = 5 to K = 12.

i -

o-

o o

o c|o *

_J I I I

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

FIG. 0. Intensities of K, abscissas, and Mg u 4481, ordinatea. Open circles are e-stars

Figure 6 gives the intensities of Mg n 4481. In this case there is definite evidence that the line is

strengthened in supergiants as compared with the other stars; there are, however, a number of

dwarfs, both normal and peculiar, in which X 4481 is as strong as in many of the "c"-stars. The

same marked vertical dispersion is present as was found for the other elements investigated. The

difference in intensity of X 4481 shown by two stars having equal intensity for K and possessing

similar dwarf characteristics is shown in a comparison of <p Sagittarii and 20 Tauri.

7. The failure of the one-dimensional system to define uniquely the position of an A-type spec-

trum is apparent. Even after the tacit introduction of a second dimension in the comparison
of the dwarfs with the "c"-stars, discrepancies are still numerous. The problem will now be limited

additipnally by the examination of spectra which are located in the same position in a two-di-

mensional diagram. The primary dimension will still be the intensity of Ca n K while the intensity

of Fe ii 4233 will be taken for the second co-ordinate. Any other of the elements which have been

discussed could have been used; the selection is entirely one of convenience.
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10 A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF A-TYPE STARS

If we refer again to Figure 2, we see that there are several places on the diagram where a num-
ber of stars fall at the same position. If the stars could be made to fit a two-dimensional scheme, all

of the spectra lying at a common point should be identical. An investigation of how closely spectra

located at the same position resemble one another will give an indication of the number of dimen-

sions it would be necessary to have in the classification scheme to give a unique position to every kind

of spectrum observed. Several of these points at which a number of spectra are located will be

examined.

a) K = 2; 4233 = 1; i Lib, a And, p Per. All of the stronger He i lines are present in Algol. They
are weaker in a Andromedae and in i Librae. Mg 11 4481 is considerably stronger in Algol than in the

other stars. Si n is weak in Algol, is slightly stronger in a Andromedae, and is very strong in t

Librae. The Mn ii lines which distinguish the spectrum of a Andromedae are absent from Algol

and are so faint as to be only doubtfully present in i Librae. The unknown line at X 4200 is very

strong in t Librae, weak in a Andromedae, and probably not present in Algol, t Librae is a member
of the "silicon" group. From the greatly different appearance of these three spectra it is apparent
that no two dimensions can represent the observed peculiarities.

b) K = 3; 4233 = 1; 36 Lyn, w Cas, 22 Eri, p Her. With the exception of the Si n doublet, which

is somewhat stronger in 22 Eridani than in the other stars, the spectra are similar within the errors

of the plates.

c) K = 4; 4233 = 1; <|> Sgr, 20 Tau, BS 6968, t And, BS 1063, BS 6997. There are marked anoma-

lies in this group. Mg n is very strong in ^ Sagittarii and very weak in 20 Tauri
;
its intensity is

intermediate in the other stars. Si u is considerably stronger in BS 1063 than in 20 Tauri. The

peculiar Mn n lines are strong in BS 6997
;
the two strongest lines are doubtfully present in BS

6968, while they are completely absent from the other stars.

d) K = 5; 4233 = 2; 21 Aql, 21 Per, ir Boo (br) 14 Hya, p. Lep, K Cnc. Each of these stars has

peculiarities which have been noted in former investigations, ir Bootis, 14 Hydrae, n Leporis, and
K Cancri belong to the group of "manganese" stars. All four stars have Si n lines of moderately

strong intensity with Mg n 4481 of about the same strength in each spectrum; the lines due to

Mn ii are outstanding in all and the spectra are similar in other respects. The other two members of

the group are, however, very different. 21 Aquilae has helium lines which vary both in intensity

and in degree of sharpness ;
its spectrum is typical of a B8 dwarf if the line variations are not con-

sidered. Si n and Mg n have about the same intensity as in the four Mn n stars, but there is no

trace of the numerous manganese lines which distinguish the spectra of the former group. The most

peculiar object in the group is 21 Persei. In this one spectrum Jhere are incorporated most of the

peculiarities known among the A stars. The Si n doublet is strong, both Mn n and Eu n are well

marked, Sr n 4077 and 4215 are unusually intense, and the unidentified line at X 4200 is fairly

strong.

8. The preceding discussion shows without any doubt that two, or even three, dimensions are in-

sufficient for a general classification. Many other examples could be given which show the same

differences in an equally convincing way. An examination of all of the stars located at the same

position on two-dimensional diagrams shows conclusively that the dispersion in the intensity of

different elements is not confined to those elements whose behavior has previously been considered

to be peculiar. Dispersion considerably greater than can be ascribed to observational errors has been

found for Ca i, Ca n, Mg n, Sc n, and Fe i, as well as for the "peculiar" Si n, Sr n, Mn n, Eu 11,

Cr i, Cr ii, and Y n. Any complete scheme of classification of the A-type stars would have to be

almost impossibly complex. For each spectrum to be satisfactorily located, the number of sub-

divisions necessary would be of the same order as the number of stars observed.

In spite of the absence of order in the behavior of the elements, or rather because of it, there are

rather definite indications of a physical parameter additional to temperature and surface gravity.
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THE SPECTRA OF THIRTEEN TYPE STARS 11

The most likely explanation of the differences in intensity of certain elements from star to star is

that the effective abundance is different in different objects. This is an agreement with the work

of investigators of stars of other spectral types. In the 0-type stars in emission, and in the late

type stars in absorption, differences have been observed which can be explained only on the assump-
tion that the actual effective amount of certain elements varies. Additional evidence is found in the

A-type spectrum variables. For a number of these objects the changes cannot be interpreted in terms

of changes in temperature or surface gravity but seem to be due to variations in effective abundance.

For all practical uses the original Henry Draper system of classification seems to be the most

satisfactory for the A-type stars. The introduction of additional subdivisions in an attempt at

greater refinement seems rather futile when there are so many outstanding cases of objects which

will not fit even into a rough scheme. If the scheme of arranging the spectra in the order of in-

tensity of K exclusively were to be adopted, the inconsistencies of other criteria would be even

worse than in the Henry Draper system. Further, the good correlation between effective tempera-

ture and spectral type would probably be materially weakened.

II. THE SPECTRA OF THIRTEEN TYPE STARS
9. A group of thirteen stars which are representative of the various types of A spectra was selected

for a more detailed investigation. The first subgroup includes three "normal" dwarfs: a Lyrae,

7 Geminorum, and 15 Ursae Majoris. Vega is representative of the higher temperature AO dwarfs

in contrast to such slightly lower-temperature objects as Sirius, 7 Geminorum, and the "brighter

component of Castor. He i 4471 is represented by a faint unblended stellar line on three-prism

plates of all three stars while the iron arc spectrum is considerably weaker in Vega than in the

other spectra. Helium disappears in the dwarfs within the range of stars classed as AO. The point

of disappearance is well shown in the two brightest components of a Geminorum. X 4471 is present

in the brighter component and is absent in the fainter one, which is of slightly later spectral type.

Intermediate between 7 Geminorum and 15 Ursae Majoris is the spectrum of e Serpentis which has

been previously described. 2 The spectrum of 15 Ursae Majoris (A3p) is described as being com-

posite by the Henry Draper Catalogue. The K line is only very slightly stronger than in 7 Gemi-

norum (AO) while the iron arc lines are almost as well developed as in Procyon (F5). The entire

spectrum originates in one star as the radial-velocity displacements are the same for all lines.

There is no possibility of accounting for the spectrum by assuming an overlapping of two stars of

different spectral types. If the metallic spectrum originated in an F5 star, a very strong K line would

be present. The intensity of K as actually observed is about that of the average A2 dwarf far

weaker than in such stars as Procyon.
All lines visible in the ordinary photographic region were measured for wave-length. I am in-

debted to Miss Christine Westgate for the measures of 7 Geminorum. Three-prism plates which

had been obtained on Eastman Process emulsion were used for the first two stars for wave-

lengths longer than X 4340 for Vega and X 4250 for 7 Geminorum. Three-prism spectrograms were

not available for 15 Ursae Majoris and one-prism plates on Eastman Process emulsion were used.

The spectrum of the last star is too complex to be investigated adequately on one-prism plates, and

it has only been included to show the general behavior of the elements on passing from class AO
to somewhat lower temperatures. The spectrum of 7 Geminorum has been investigated by Al-

brecht. 3 While the main features of the two investigations are similar, Miss Westgate has meas-

ured considerably fewer lines than were measured by Albrecht.

While the stellar wave-lengths listed in Tables II-V should be of fair accuracy, they are not

intended to serve as standards for radial-velocity determinations. The mean deviation of a line of

intensity 2 or greater is about 0.06 A. Lines of intensity 1 may occasionally be in error by as

2
Ibid., 78, 299, 1932. Ibid., 72, 65, 1930.
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12 A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF A-TYPE STARS

much as 0.3 A, while a few lines included of doubtful reality (1 :) may differ from laboratory wave-

lengths by 0.4 A. The one-prism plates used have a scale ranging from 16 A per millimeter at K
to 41 A per millimeter at H0] the three-prism dispersion gives a scale of 8 A per millimeter at

Hy to 13 A per millimeter at H/3. Plates of uniform quality were not available for all of the stars,

and as a result fainter lines have been measured in some spectra than in others. An effort was made
to reduce all intensity estimates to the same scale. The columns in Tables II, III, IV, and V give : (1)

the wave-length to the whole angstrom ; (2) the decimal of the wave-length as measured in each

star; (3) the estimated intensity of the line; the last column gives the identifications.

Table II gives the wave-lengths and identifications for the three dwarfs Vega, 7 Geminorum, and

15 Ursae Majoris. Relative contributions to blended lines have not been shown; they may be

determined in any particular case by reference to Table VI on page 1 10, where the behavior of the

elements is summarized. As in some of the wave-length tables (particularly the supergiants), stars

of very different effective excitation are included, many contributors listed in the identification

column apply to only one or two of the stars, and it should not be assumed that all contributors

listed occur in all of the stellar spectra included in the table. For example, the many Fe i lines of

intermediate intensity listed in the supergiant identifications apply to the F5 star c Aurigae alone

and chance coincidences with lines in hotter stars should be disregarded ; in the opposite sense, there

is a faint unidentified line in Aurigae agreeing in position with He i 4713, but the identification is

intended for v Sagittarii as helium is not present in Aurigae.
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TABLE II

WAVE-LENGTHS AND IDENTIFICATIONS IN DWARFS
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TABLE II Continued
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TABLE llC&ntinued
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TABLE II Continued
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TABLE 11 Continued
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TABLE II Continued,
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TABLE llCont.inued
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TABLE 11 Continued
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TABLE llCantinued
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TABLE llCantinued
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TABLE II Continued

Table III lists the wave-lengths and identifications for the four "c"-stars rj Leonis (AOp), v Sagit-

tarii (B8p, F2p), a Cygni (A2p), and c Aurigae (F5p). The wave-lengths for rj Leonis were deter-

mined from one-prism plates exclusively. The spectrum of the star is transitional between types

B and A. All of the helium lines are faintly present, while at the same time the strongest lines of

Fe i are also observed. Most of the wave-lengths in v Sagittarii have been taken from Plaskett's 4

published measures. His wave-lengths have been extended somewhat toward the violet and have

been supplemented elsewhere by a few lines due to singly ionized Argon. The Yerkes measures were

made on plates of the Eastman 40 emulsion and consequently the intensity estimates are probably

systematically less than for the stars measured on the Process plates. Plaskett's intensities have

been reduced to a scale uniform with the other stars. The spectrum of v Sagittarii is unique in the

presence of a number of lines of A II
B and in the strength of S n. In addition, the spectrum con-

tains many peculiarities investigated in detail by Plaskett.6 The wave-lengths in a Cygni depend on

one-prism plates to the violet of X 4340 and on three-prism plates to the red of that position.

Struve's wave-lengths
7 in c Aurigae between X 3998 and X 4340 have been used. To the red of

X 4340 the measures were made on three-prism Eastman 40 plates; an extension was made to the

violet on one-prism Eastman 40 plates. The ultra-violet spectrum of a Cygni has been investi-

gated by Wright arid Miss Applegate.
8

*Pub*. D.A.O., 4, 115, 1928.

6
Ap. /., 79, 513, 19M.

6
()/>. cit., 4, 1, 1927.

7 Pub. YtrkesObs., 7, Part II, 1932.

L.O.B., 10, 100, 1921; ibid., 12, 81, 1920.
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TABLE III

WAVE-LENGTHH AND IDENTIFICATIONS IN SUPERGIANTS
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TABLE III Continued
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TABLE IllContinued

* 3072..'ifl. Measured on two plates, but may be part of wing of //.
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TABLE I II - -Cwtiinued
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TABLE III Continued
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TABLE 111 Continued
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Table III Continued

t Possibiy 1 line?
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TABLE HI Continued

t 4250 RH two lines: 4250.18 1 : ; 4250.75 1.

4252. Line probably present in red wing of 4252.53 at 4263.03.
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TABLE IllContinued
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TABLE IllContinued

Ij 43:{7. This line was considered to be a component to Hy by Plaskett in v Sagittarii.
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TABLE 111 Continued
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TABLE 111 Continued

Ii 4461. May be one line 4401.03 int. 2n.
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TABLE III- -Continued

The wave-lengths for the three peculiar stars a Andromedae (AOp), r 9 Eridani (AOp), and <p Her-

culis (B9p) are given in Table IV. Several one-prism plates of excellent quality were measured of

a Andromedae, but the wave-lengths in this star are the most unsatisfactory of any included in the

present discussion. Baker 8 found that certain lines in this spectrum gave discordant velocities.

The positions of rather well-defined lines differ by as much as 0.4 A on plates of the best quality.

The spectrum is dominated by lines of singly ionized manganese. The star r 9 Eridani is representa-

tive of the abnormal "silicon" group. All three stars in Table IV were measured on one-prism
Process plates.

8 Pubs. Allegheny 06,s., 1, 17, 1910.
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Table V includes the additional peculiar stars 6 Aurigae (AOp), a2 Canum Venaticorum (AOp),

and Coronae Borealis (FOp). The first of these stars has a variable spectrum which has not been

investigated as yet. The last two are especially remarkable for the strength of the lines of singly

ionized europium. A number of investigations of the spectrum of a2 Canum Venaticorum have been

made, but it is still one of the most promising objects for further study. In spite of the fact that the

effective excitation is quite high (Fe i is only doubtfully present), the spectrum is crowded with

lines which vary in intensity. The wave-lengths in this spectrum were measured at a phase when
the lines of Eu n had their maximum intensity. The spectrum is too complex for a dispersion of one

prism and the present identifications are very incomplete. The rare earths Dy n, Gd u, and Eu u
are quite strong. Kiess,

9 from a study of plates of higher dispersion, identified a number of strong

variable stellar lines with Tb n. This identification could not be verified on Yerkes plates. The star

is not included in the summary of the behavior of the elements in Table VI because of the un-

satisfactory state of the identifications. A detailed high-dispersion study of a2 Canum Venaticorum

and v Sagittarii could not fail to bring to light new peculiarities and might well result in the identifica-

tion of astrophysically unobserved elements. The star 73 Draconis, which has been previously

investigated,
10

fills the gap between a2 Canum Venaticorum and Coronae Borealis. The latter

star shares with 7 Equulei the peculiarity of having abnormal relative intensities for the lines of

Fei. The spectra of both stars are too complex for adequate discussion from one-prism plates

and |S Coronae Borealis is included here only to show the transition between the A- alld F-type

peculiar stars,

9 Pubs. University of Michigan Obs., 3, 108, 1919.

Ap. J., 77, 77, 1933.
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TABLE VJ

ELEMENTS PRESENT IN A-TYPE STARS
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TABLE VI Continued

* Strong lines of N i and i have been ohHerved in the infra-red region of several A-type at&rs by Merrill (Ap. /., 70, 18,3, 1034).
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An examination of the behavior of the elements in such heterogeneous AO stars as Vega, a An-

drornedae, rg
Eridani, Aurigae, and a2 Canum Venaticorum shows how difficult it is to devise a

satisfactory system of classification. No two of the foregoing spectra are at all similar, but even

these six examples do not exhaust all the possibilities. To cite two other examples, the stars 21

Persei and BS 1732, both of types AO, have certain peculiarities quite different from any of the

standard stars. In the spectrum of 21 Persei Sr 11 4077 is strong arid lines of Mn n and Eu n
are outstanding. The general features of the spectrum of BS 1732 are similar to that of r 9

Eridani,

but Si -in 4552 which is vanishingly weak in the few AO stars in wrhich it is observed at all is

actually stronger than in the B8 supergiant ft Orionis. The spectrum of BS 1732 is variable and the

Si in line probably has a variable intensity.

10. From the foregoing discussion it seems safe to conclude that there is some physical factor

other than temperature and surface gravity concerned in the production of the spectra of the A
stars and that the additional factor is probably variable effective abundance in a number of the

elements observed, if not in all of them.

I am indebted to Miss Vivian Peterson for most of the wave-length reductions and for the careful

typing of the manuscript.

SUMMARY

A qualitative description of the A-type spectra brighter than magnitude 5.5 is given. Definite

evidence is found for the presence of a physical variable in addition to temperature and surface

gravity. It seems very probable that this additional variable is the effective abundance of the ele-

ments.

YKKKES OBSERVATORY, WILLIAMS BAY, Wis.

June 27, 1934
















